Extralesional detection and load of human papillomavirus DNA: a possible marker of preclinical tumor spread in cervical cancer.
Because the interaction between viral DNA products and cellular regulatory mechanisms is the first step leading to cancerous transformation, the detection of its presence in histologically negative lymph nodes may represent a very early biological step in cancer spread. The quantitative estimate may represent and an indirect sign of active cellular replication. Cervical and lymph nodes tissues of 13 cases of invasive cervical cancer were analyzed for human papillomavirus (HPV)-DNA presence and viral load by HPV typing and quantification by real-time polymerase chain reaction. HPV-DNA was demonstrated in all tissue samples (primary tumor, positive lymph nodes, negative lymph nodes) with the most prevalence of HPV 16 (61.5%) and single-type infection (69.3%), whereas viral load (mean quantity of DNA copies) is statistically different in negative versus positive lymph nodes (p =.005). Concordance of viral type and lymph nodes viral load may represent as a useful tool in identifying early metastatic risk of tumor spread.